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Abstract
Due to practical demands and substantial potential benefits, there is growing interest in fashion image retrieval with

attribute manipulation. For example, if a user wants a product similar to a query image and has the attribute ‘‘3/4 sleeves’’

instead of ‘‘short sleeves’’ he can modify the query image by entering text. Unlike general items, fashion items are rich in

categories and attributes, and some items with different attributes have only very subtle differences in vision. Moreover, the

visual appearance of fashion items changes dramatically under different conditions, such as lighting, viewing angle, and

occlusion. These pose challenges to the fashion retrieval task. Therefore, we consider learning an attribute-specific space

for each attribute to obtain discriminative features. In this paper, we propose a dual attention composition network for

image retrieval with manipulation, which addresses two important issues, where to focus and how to modify. The dual

attention module aims to capture fine-grained image-text alignment through corresponding spatial and channel attention

and then satisfy multi-modal composition through corresponding affine transformation. The TIRG-based semantic com-

position module combines the query image’s attention features and the manipulation text’s embedding features to obtain a

synthetic representation close to the target image. Meanwhile, we investigate the semantic hierarchy of attributes and

propose a hierarchical encoding method, which can preserve the associations between attributes for efficient feature

learning. Extensive experiments conducted on three multi-modal fashion-related retrieval datasets demonstrate the supe-

riority of our network.
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1 Introduction

Image retrieval is a fundamental task for a wide range of

applications, such as fashion retrieval [1–3], plagiarized

detection [4], person re-identification [5, 6], and internet

search [7, 8]. Traditional image retrieval systems only

allow users to use text or image queries to express their

search intent. However, a key limitation of these systems is

that it is difficult for users to express their real search

intention through a single image or textual query. There-

fore, combined query-based image retrieval (CQBIR) has

been proposed and gained increasing attention [9–11],

which combines images and feedback for image retrieval in

order to allow users to flexibly and accurately express their

search intent. Several researches have explored incorpo-

rating different types of user feedback, such as relative

attributes [9–11], sketch [12, 13], or spatial layouts [14], in
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retrieval tasks to help obtain better retrieval results. CQBIR

is a new but challenging task.

In this work, we investigate the CQBIR task, explicitly

focusing on attribute-manipulated image retrieval in the

fashion domain. Attribute-manipulated fashion image

retrieval [15–17] has gained extensive research interest in

recent years, which refers to retrieving ‘‘similar’’ fashion

items but changing some attributes to meet the user’s

search intent while preserving the rest of the attributes.

Fashion semantics can be expressed through clothing

attributes, and attribute recognition can help understand

high-level semantic concepts. In attribute-manipulated

fashion image retrieval, users can describe modifications to

query images with these attributes. For example, in Fig. 1a,

the user wants longer sleeves and a higher neckline, while

in Fig. 1b, the user wants ‘‘red’’ and ‘‘more flowers.’’ In

Fig. 1c, the user wishes to modify the local attributes and

the overall style. It presents a challenging multi-modal

learning problem that requires a collaborative understand-

ing of visual and linguistic content at different

granularities.

Hierarchical tree structures, such as concept ontology

[18] and semantic hierarchy [19, 20], are often used to

organize image categories and exploit inter-task correla-

tions to improve visual recognition. These methods are

unsuitable for direct application to fashion image recog-

nition because fashion images have more prosperous

attributes and different attribute values for the same attri-

bute. Unlike general items, fashion products usually share a

lot of similar attributes in appearance, and the differences

between products can be subtle, e.g., the different lengths

of sleeves such as ‘‘long sleeves,’’ ‘‘puff sleeves,’’ and

‘‘sleeveless.’’ On the other hand, the visual appearance of

even the same product can vary significantly with changes

in lighting, viewing angles, occlusions, and background

conditions which has posed a challenge for extracting more

representative features. Even fashion images with the same

category have significant intra-class differences between

them. Therefore it is attractive to design novel deep

learning algorithms to learn attribute-based hierarchical

features for fashion discrimination.

However, joint modeling for combined query image

retrieval tasks is non-trivial due to the following chal-

lenges. (1) Attribute-like text in the query usually describes

some expected modifications to the image, including a

modification of a specific attribute related to a local area

(‘‘long sleeve’’) or a modification of an abstract attribute

related to the overall style of the image (‘‘casual’’). It poses

the first challenge to our task: how to identify where an

image needs attention based on attribute descriptions and

images. This challenge involves how identifying local parts

and global styles of products. (2) The reference image

modified with text attributes should be more similar to the

target image, which requires the model to calculate the

similarity between the query image’s combined features

and the target image’s features. It presents a second chal-

lenge, how to compute salient regions associated with

modified attributes to close the modal gap between query

and target images.

We propose a dual attention composition network

(DACNet) to address these challenges in a unified solution.

It learns more representative features for attribute-manip-

ulated fashion image retrieval by integrating hierarchical

attribute tree, spatial and channel attention, multi-task

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Three examples of image

retrieval with attribute

manipulation. The query

conditions are listed on the left,

and the results that meet user

requirements are on the right
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learning, and gated-residual connections. DACNet consists

of 4 key components. An image encoder extracts inter-

mediate image representation, and an attribute encoder

obtains the embedding of the hierarchical attribute tree.

The semantic feature attention captures fine-grained image-

text alignment through corresponding spatial and channel

attention and then satisfies multi-modal composition

through corresponding affine transformation. We adopt a

refined structure of TIRG [21] to combine the features of

the modified attributes and the attention features of the

query image to obtain feature representations similar to the

target image. Finally, the output of the network is used as

final query representation to retrieval target image.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

• We propose a dual attention composition network for

the attribute-manipulated fashion image retrieval task,

which can learn fine-grained multi-modal composition

representation of images and attributes.

• We design two modules, the dual attention module

(DAM) and semantic composition module (SCM), to

decompose the task of attribute-manipulated image

retrieval into two steps: where to focus and how to

modify.

• We investigate the semantic hierarchy of attributes and

propose a hierarchical encoding method, which can

preserve the associations between attributes for efficient

feature learning. We demonstrate that learning attri-

bute-driven representation improves the effectiveness

of the model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 briefly reviews the related work. Section 3 details the

proposed network DACNet and its main modules. The

experimental results and analysis are presented in Sect. 4,

followed by the conclusion and future work in Sect. 5.

2 Related work

This section briefly reviews the most related works on

product search and image retrieval, composed query-based

image retrieval, and attention mechanism.

2.1 Product search and image retrieval

Content-based image retrieval is an important problem in

computer vision and has attracted wide attention due to its

convenience and accuracy [1, 22]. Most modern image

retrieval methods use deep learning and have made great

progress. Depending on the query type, image retrieval can

be divided into many categories, such as text and image

matching [23, 24] or image to image retrieval [17, 25]. The

key point of image-text matching is how to measure the

similarity between visual and textual inputs accurately. The

key point of image-to-image matching is to compute the

similarity between the query image representation and the

target image representation. Gao et al. [24] split fashion

images into patches and used pre-trained BERT models to

learn advanced representations of text and images to solve

fine-grained image and text matching problems in cross-

modal retrieval. Recently, interactive multi-modal tech-

niques have been applied in image retrieval. Guo e-

t al. [26] proposed a dialogue-based image retrieval

method that simulates users providing natural language

feedback to improve the ranking of target images.

Unlike existing methods that mainly study image

retrieval based on text feedback, in this work, we pursue

the problem of image search with attribute feedback,

relying on supervised signals of fashion attributes to learn

latent embeddings of images.

2.2 Composed query-based image retrieval

CQBIR aims to input a reference image and some addi-

tional textual conditions to retrieve semantically related

images [27–29]. The main difficulty of CQBIR is effec-

tively manipulating the attributes of the reference image

according to the additional text provided while maintaining

the image similarity and making the feature difference

between the query feature and the target image smaller.

Researchers have proposed many methods to learn visual-

semantic embeddings to address the above problems.

Vo et al. [21] first introduced the CQBIR task into the

fashion domain and proposed a residual gating operation to

fuse image and text embeddings. Chen et al. [30] lever-

aged a composite transformer to transform and preserve

visual features conditioned on text semantics, which is

plugged at multiple layers inside a CNN (convolutional

neural network) to learn composite representations of

images and texts. Murrugarra-Llerena et al. [13] proposed

a reinforcement learning framework where both the user

and the system can drive interactions through four forms of

input: free-form attribute feedback, attribute-based ques-

tions chosen by the system, a sketch of the target image,

and labeling the image as relevant or irrelevant. Lee e-

t al. [31] built an image-text compositor that modulates the

content and style of a reference image separately based on

a given modifier text. Wen et al. [32] designed a compre-

hensive linguistic-visual composition network that uses

local visual descriptors and global reference images to

combine images and text and then uses a phase enhance-

ment module to facilitate sharing knowledge. To retrieval

image with natural language feedback, Li et al. [33]

employed the pre-trained DistilBERT model and the

ResNet-50 model to extract the low-level features of
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images and semantic concepts in text descriptions and

fused them by a residual gating mechanism.

Despite the remarkable progress of these efforts, these

text conditional models cannot handle various modification

needs well, including both concrete and abstract attribute

changes. In our task, the study of learning representations

involves combining image and attribute inputs, selectively

modifying relevant image features, and retaining unmodi-

fied features for fine-grained image retrieval.

2.3 Attention mechanism

Attention aims to mimic the human ability to concentrate

on salient information selectively. With the development of

deep neural networks, attention mechanisms have been

widely used in various vision and language tasks, including

image captioning [34], image classification [35], visual

question answer (VQA) [36], and image retrieval

[22, 37, 38]. Li et al. [34] proposed a joint attribute

detection and visual attention framework for clothes image

captioning. Ferreira et al. [35] built a visual semantic

attention model guided by body pose for multi-label fash-

ion classification. Ji et al. [22] used a tag-based attention

mechanism and a context-based attention mechanism to

improve cross-domain retrieval of fashion images.

The attention mechanism is also applied with the

CQBIR task to fuse visual and textual features. Zhang e-

t al. [39] leveraged a text-guided attention mechanism to

facilitate the interaction between visual and semantic

information to learn attention-based interpretable decisions

from clinical knowledge. Most notably, Ma et al. [40]

proposed an attribute feature embedding network, which

learns attribute-based embedding in an end-to-end manner

to measure the attribute-specified fine-grained similarity of

fashion items and get the state-of-art performance. The

proposed attributes-aware spatial attention (ASA) and

attribute-aware channel attention (ACA) are keys to the

network.

Inspired by these methods, we propose a visual-attribute

attention framework, which learns the interaction of visual

features and attribute features. Different from previous

work, our method mainly relies on the regional and channel

features of the image, avoiding the reliance on pre-trained

object detectors, and can be well suited for fine-grained

image retrieval.

3 Methodology

Figure 2 presents an overview of our DACNet framework.

It contains four components: (a) an image encoder for

image representation, (b) an attribute encoder for hierar-

chical attributes embedding, (c) a dual attention module

(DAM) that captures the salient regions in image data at the

supervise of attributes, and (d) a semantic composition

module (SCM) that compute the composed feature repre-

sentation using gating and residual functions.

3.1 Problem formulation

We formulate the attribute-manipulated retrieval task as

follows. Given a query image Iref , which has associated

attribute values Aref ¼ ða1q; a2q; . . .; aJaq Þ, and a modified

attribute Tm, the goal is to find a target image Itgt whose

attribute is Atgt ¼ ða1t ; a2t ; . . .; a
Ja
t Þ, and the difference

between Atgt and Aref is only the attribute Tm. Note that to

simplify notation, we combine all attribute values for dif-

ferent attributes into a single list A ¼ ða1; a2; . . .; aJaÞ,
where Ja is the total number of all available attribute val-

ues. For each ajð1� j� JaÞ, we use hierarchical embedding

described in the following section.

3.2 Multi-modal input

DACNet first learns semantic associations between visual

data (input images) and textual data (input attributes) for

encoding. Since two modalities are involved, we first

introduce the encoding method for each modality.

3.2.1 Image representation

We use the ResNet50 network [41] pre-trained on the

ImageNet dataset as a backbone network. To preserve the

spatial information of the image, we remove the last fully

connected layer in the CNN. The output of the penultimate

layer is a mid-level representation of the image, which will

be for attention computation. So the image feature is rep-

resented as I 2 Rc�h�w, where h� w is the size of the

feature map and c indicates the number of channels.

3.2.2 Attribute representation

The categories and attributes of fashion products provide

clues to perceive the similarity of fashion products. As

shown in Fig. 3, tops are associated with attributes such as

‘‘neckline’’ and ‘‘sleeve length,’’ while pants do not have

these attributes. Several values are available for the ‘‘sleeve

length’’ attribute: ‘‘short sleeves,’’ ‘‘3/4 sleeves,’’ and

‘‘long sleeves,’’ reflecting subtle differences between sim-

ilar products. Due to the descriptive power of semantic

attributes in capturing subtle local differences in fine-

grained images, we organize fine-grained fashion classes

and attributes hierarchically using a fashion concept tree.

The leaf nodes represent attribute values, the parents of the

leaf nodes represent attribute concepts, and higher-level
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parent nodes represent classes at different granularities. We

propose a hierarchical embedding representation of attri-

butes to represent the leaf nodes in the tree and introduce

path information from the root node to that leaf node in the

embedding representation of each leaf node. The hierar-

chical embedding representation approach has obvious

advantages in fashion recognition. It explicitly represents

interrelated categories and attributes. In addition, it

achieves a more discriminatory feature representation

[25, 42, 43].

Figure 3 shows an example of an image’s concept tree

and hierarchical embedding. To describe the hierarchical

relationship between attributes, we define an indicator

‘‘\’’. Assume that p and s are two nodes in the attribute

tree, ‘‘p\s’’ means that ‘‘s’’ is the ancestor of ‘‘p’’ in the

tree. Then we define ep;s ¼ 1 if p\s or p ¼ s. The hier-

archy embedding of attribute a is defined as :

EðaiÞ ¼ ½ea;1; ea;1; . . .; ea;Q�; ð1Þ

where Q is the number of total nodes in the attribute tree.

22

Fig. 2 (1) Overall structure of our proposed DACNet. For a triplet

ðIref ; Itgt; TmÞ, the image and attribute encoder obtains a representation

of images and attributes (Sect. 3.1). a DAM computes the attribute-

guided spatial attention and channel attention of the reference image

Iref and learns the fine-grained representation eV ref by classification

loss Lcls (Sect. 3.2). b SCM combines the features of eV ref and

modified attribute TM to get Vcom, and then matches it with the target

image representation eV tgt ðLcomÞ (Sect. 3.3). The whole model is

trained with the joint loss of Lcls and Lcom (Section 3.4). (2) DAM

consists of two sub-modules: Spatial Attention and Channel Attention

Fig. 3 An illustration of

hierarchical attribute embedding
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All attributes of image I can be expressed as HðAÞ 2 RL�Q,

where L is the number of all attributes, and H(A) is

expressed as:

HðAÞ ¼ ½Eða1Þ;Eða2Þ; . . .;EðaLÞ�: ð2Þ

3.3 Dual attention module

Attention mechanisms according to several implementa-

tions using spatial and channel information are widely used

in image captioning [44], image classification [45], and

image retrieval [40]. In attribute manipulation fashion

retrieval, the user’s desired modifications may focus on

smaller local areas or the global style of the entire image.

The spatial attention mechanism can focus on the salient

regions in an image. Meanwhile, the channel attention

mechanism is considered a process of selecting important

global semantic attributes. In this work, we use spatial and

channel attention jointly to extract attribute-driven features

for classifying and retrieving fashion images.

The dual attention module aims to highlight attribute-

guided salient regions in the image. Our DAM module

consists of two main parts: (1) spatial attention and (2)

channel attention. The first captures the critical areas of

images affected by concrete properties, while the second

captures the importance of abstract properties.

DACNet adapts the image feature map Iref to the context

of the attributes H through spatial attention and channel

attention to fuse the features of images and attributes. The

attribute-guided feature is demonstrated as eV ref . The

attribute-guided visual features eV tgt of the target image are

also computed in the same way:

eV ref ¼ FchðSref ;ArefÞ; Sref ¼ FspðIref ;ArefÞ; ð3Þ

eV tgt ¼ FchðStgt;AtgtÞ; Stgt ¼ FspðItgt;AtgtÞ; ð4Þ

where Iref and Itgt are the intermediate features of the ref-

erence image and target image, and eV ref and eV tgt are their

corresponding visual text features. Fsp and Fch are spatial

attention and channel attention, which will be introduced

below.

3.3.1 Spatial attention

Since spatial location information generally contains

important features for accurate object identification, spatial

attention mechanisms attempt to pay more attention to

semantic-related regions. Without loss of generality, we

discard the subscript ref and tgt in the following descrip-

tion. We engage spatial attention to capture long-range

correlations within the visual embeddings I guided by

attributes H to obtain the fused representation. First, we

transform the image features and attribute embeddings to

have the same dimensionality. For the image representa-

tion, we apply a convolutional layer followed by a non-

linear activation function to obtain the mapped image

features pðxÞ 2 Rc
0 �h�w.

pðIÞ ¼ tanhðconvc0 ðIÞÞ; ð5Þ

where convc0 refers to a convolutional layer with c
0
1� 1

convolution kernels. For attribute, we first project the

hierarchical attribute embedding H(I) into a c
0
dimensional

vector implemented by a fully connected (FC) layer and

then expand it to the same dimension as the image feature.

Hence, the mapped attribute pðAÞ 2 Rc
0 �h�w is expressed

as:

pðAÞ ¼ Ws2tanhðWs1HðAÞÞ; ð6Þ

where Ws1 2 Rc
0 �Q is a transformation matrix and Ws2 2

Rc
0�h�w is a all one matrix. Then the spatial attended

weight as 2 Rh�w is computed as:

as ¼ softmaxðtanhðconv1ðpðaÞ � pðxÞÞÞÞ; ð7Þ

where � is the Hadamard element-wise product; conv1 is a

1� 1 convolution kernel. Finally, through the following

equation, we can get the spatial attention vector Vs 2 Rc.

Vs j½ � ¼ as j½ � � I j½ �: ð8Þ

We apply the global average pool to the visual feature I to

obtain the pooled attention visual feature. Finally the

attribute-conditioned visual embedding Sref is obtained by

the weight addition of the pooled feature and the attribute-

guided image feature Vs.

Sref ¼ GAPðIÞ þ Vs: ð9Þ

3.3.2 Channel attention

Each convolutional filter in the CNN network acts as a

pattern detector. The corresponding convolutional filter

activates each feature map channel in the CNN. Thus the

channel attention mechanism can be thought of as selecting

important semantic attributes. To measure the importance

of abstract properties, we further apply channel attention to

the output features of spatial attention. This module is

jointly driven by features from the spatial attention module

and hierarchical attribute embeddings. Considering the

different purposes of the two attentions, we use a separate

attribute embedding layer for channel attention. Channel

attended vector Vc 2 Rc is obtained through the channel

attention module. An FC layer embeds A into an embed-

ding vector q(A) with the same dimensionality of Sref .
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qðAÞ ¼ dðWcHðAÞÞ; ð10Þ

whereWc 2 Rc�Q represents the transformation matrix, and

d refers to ReLU activation function. Two consecutive FC

layers are employed in sequence to obtain channel attention

weight ac 2 Rc.

ac ¼ rðWc2dðWc1½qðAÞ; Sref �ÞÞ; ð11Þ

where [, ] refers to concatenation operation, Wc1 2 R
c
r�c

andWc2 2 Rc�c
r refer to the transformation matrices, r is the

reduction rate, r is ReLU function. To limit the complexity

of the model, following the approach of [46], we imple-

ment two FC layers by a dimensionality-reduction layer

with parameters Wc1 with reduction ratio r, a ReLU and

dimensionality-increasing layer with parameter Wc2, which

have fewer parameters than one FC layer. The channel

attention vector eV ref 2 Rc is obtained by the element-wise

multiplication between ac and Sref shown as:

eV ref ¼ ac � Sref : ð12Þ

The semantic feature embedding eV tgt of the target image is

also computed by the same attention mechanism. The

obtained query image feature eV ref is passed to the semantic

modification module, which is expected to be closer to eV tgt

in the embedding space.

3.4 Semantic composition module

Here, we combine the image’s semantic feature eV ref and

the modification attribute’s feature Tm to make the com-

bined feature as similar as possible to the correct target

image’s feature Itgt. Inspired by TIRG [21], we perturb the

gated features to obtain combined features with a residual

connection.

~tm ¼ eV ref � Tm; ð13Þ

Vcom ¼ Wgfgate eV ref ; ~tm
� �

þWrfres eV ref ; ~tm
� �

;
ð14Þ

where � is Hadamard element-wise product, fgate; fres 2
Rc�h�w are the gating and residual connections, andWg and

Wr are learnable parameters. The gating connection is

computed by:

fgate eV ref ; ~tm
� �

¼ r Wg2 � ReLU Wg1 � ½ eV ref ; ~tm�
� �

� Iref
� �

;
ð15Þ

where Wg1;Wg2 are 3� 3 convolution filters, r is the sig-

moid function, � represents 2d convolution with batch

normalization. The residual connection is computed by :

fres eV ref ; ~tm
� �

¼ Wr2 � ReLU Wr1 � eV ref ; ~tm
� �� �

: ð16Þ

3.5 Loss function

We construct triples ðIref ; Tm; ItgtÞ from the training dataset.

Correspondingly, Vcom represents the combined text-con-

ditioned image embedding of ðIref ; TmÞ, and eV tgt represents

the latent embedding of Itgt. Consider another negative

image Ineg sampled from the training set, s.t.

Ineg 62 Iref [ Itgt, where eV
	
tgt represents its latent visual

embedding generated using the same pipeline as eV tgt. We

adopt semi-hard mining method [47] to select the negative

pair Ineg. We next explain the different loss functions for

training the model.

3.5.1 Triplet loss

Our ultimate goal is to align the composite output Vcom

with the target image eV tgt, and we formulate a triplet loss

to encourage the combined representation Vcom to be close

to the correct target representation with the desired prop-

erties. The triplet loss is defined as:

Lcom ¼ max 0; dðVcom; eV
þ
tgtÞ 	 dðVcom; eV

	
tgtÞ þ m

� �

;

ð17Þ

where m is the margin parameter, empirically set to 0.2 in

our experiments, and dð�Þ is the L2 distance.

3.5.2 Auxiliary classification loss

To minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the

inter-class distance, we propose an auxiliary task to predict

attributes in a hierarchical manner. The attribute tree we

created is based on the analysis of the dataset. To generate

an attributes tree, we sorted all attribute labels from dif-

ferent datasets (e.g., FashionIQ and Fashion200k). The

fashion attribute tree organizes attribute concepts from

general to specific to form a hierarchical structure. The

non-leaf nodes in the tree are product categories and

attribute concepts, and the leaf nodes are attribute values.

We prune the attribute tree to fit most datasets, keeping

eight common attribute concepts: sleeve length, collar type,

neckline, top length, color, texture, shape, and material.

The concept of the attribute tree can be generalized to other

objects (such as shoes) with multi-class attributes. The

feature map output by SCM is divided into 8 equal parts,

and each branch represents an attribute concept. The cor-

responding attribute concept layer is followed by a fully

connected layer and a softmax loss layer for classification.

If there is no professional definition of fine-grained cloth-

ing semantics such as sleeve length and waist height, there

will be no corresponding bifurcation parallel prediction and

structure.
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The classification of each attribute sub-space is done as

an independent multi-class attribute classification task, and

we adopt a cross-entropy loss to supervise the training of

these sub-spaces as follows:

Lcls ¼
1

N

X

N

n¼1

X

Ja

a¼1

ðlaÞ; ð18Þ

la ¼	 ðya � log ŷa þ ð1	 yaÞ � logð1	 ŷaÞÞ; ð19Þ

where N is the number of samples in the training set, Ja is

the number of attributes, ya is the actual label of the a-th

attribute for n-th image, and ŷa is the prediction score.

3.5.3 Total loss

It is computed as a weighted sum of them :

Ltotal ¼ Lcom þ kLcls; ð20Þ

where k is a trade-off hyperparameter. By jointly opti-

mizing our network with the triplet loss and classification

loss, we could finally learn a modality-invariant represen-

tation for the composed query-based image retrieval task.

4 Experimental results

We aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: Can our proposed DACNet perform better than

other competitive methods on the attribute-manip-

ulated fashion retrieval task?

RQ2: Are the key components in DACNet helpful for

improving retrieval results?

RQ3: What is the visual effect of the attention mechanism

in the model?

4.1 Experimental settings

4.1.1 Datasets

We evaluate the performance of DACNet on attribute-

manipulated image retrieval tasks on three public fashion

datasets: FashionIQ [48], Fashion200k [9], and Shoes [26].

FashionIQ [48] is a widely used interactive fashion

product retrieval dataset. It contains 77,684 images crawled

from https://www.amazon.com, that are split into three

distinct categories: Dress, Toptee, and Shirt. Among the

46,609 images in the training set, there are 18,000 image

pairs. Each pair is accompanied by two human-written

natural language sentences describing different attributes

between the reference image and the target image. For

example, ‘‘is shorter and has longer sleeves’’ and ‘‘has a

v-neck and is lighter colored.’’ The test set in FashionIQ is

unavailable, so we run evaluations on the validate set. We

report results on individual categories and the averaged

results over three categories.

Fashion200k [9] is a large-scale dataset with over

200,000 fashion images. Each image is accompanied by

descriptive information such as product descriptions and

bounding boxes of clothes. The description is a list of

attributes, such as ‘‘gray kneelength dress’’ or ‘‘red high-

rise satin trousers.’’ Following [21], we pair two images

with a one-word difference in the description as reference

and target images. The training dataset contains about

172,000 images, and the test set contains 33,480 queries.

Shoes [49] is a dataset proposed for attribute discovery

task and is further annotated by [26] with relative caption

for dialog-based interactive retrieval. Following [26], we

train the model with 10,000 images and evaluate the model

with 4658 images.

4.1.2 Baseline methods

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed model on the

task of attribute-manipulated image retrieval, we compare

it with the following representative multi-modal learning

methods.

• Image_only treats only the features of the reference

image as the combined query representation.

• Text_only treats only modification attribute embedding

as combined query representation.

• Concatenation concatenates the query image and the

representation of the attribute and sends it to a 2-layer

MLP (follow details from TIRG) to get the combined

query representation.

• TIRG [21] is the first to propose image retrieval

combining images and text, using gating and residual

connections to fuse the two to obtain combined query

representation.

• VAL [30] applies the attention mechanism to combine

the visual and textual representations of multiple CNN

layers.

• COSMO [31] introduces a disentangled multi-modal

non-local block for content modification and a style

modulator for style modification.

4.1.3 Implementation details

We use ResNet50 [41] trained on ImageNet [50] as the

backbone network of the image encoder and remove the

final pooling layer to preserve the spatial information of the

feature maps. Accordingly the mid-level representation

size of the image is 2048� 14� 14. We apply L2 nor-

malization to the image and attribute embeddings. Each

training batch contains 32 triples and is shuffled at the
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beginning of each training epoch. We use the SGD opti-

mizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 and a decay of 0.95 at

every epoch. The parameter k in Eq. 20 is set to 0.2. We

conduct all the experiments in PyTorch and fix the random

seeds to ensure repeatability.

4.1.4 Evaluation metric

Following previous work on these datasets, we report the

recall (recall@k) at rank K as an evaluation metric,

specifically recall@10 and recall@50. Each method

employs the same basic encoder. We run all experiments

three times independently and report the average.

4.2 Attribute-manipulated retrieval results (RQ1)

Tables 1, 2, and 3 show quantitative comparisons with the

latest benchmarks in terms of R@1, R@10, and R@50 on

the FashionIQ, Fashion200k, and Shoes datasets, respec-

tively. Our results are shown at the bottom of the tables.

For convenience, we highlight the best figures in bold in

the table. First, our proposed method, DACNet, outper-

forms all baseline methods on all datasets. For FashionIQ,

DacNet improves over the previous best method, COSMO,

by 7% and 10% in R@10 and R@50. The results on

Fashion200k further validate the effectiveness of DACNet

in the attribute-manipulated image retrieval task. For

Fashion200k, we are constructing two images with only a

one-word difference in the two descriptions as query-target

pairs, so the target images in Fashion200k are not unique.

DACNet improves over TIRG by 21% and 17% on R@10

and R@50 metrics. We improve 2% and 3% over the

second best method at R@10 and R@50. On the Shoes

dataset, the retrieval results show a similar pattern to the

FashionIQ results, but with a slightly lower increase.

Specifically, DACNet improves 3% and 4% over the pre-

vious best method for R@10 and R@50.

Second, these methods perform similarly to FashionIQ

on the Fashion200k and shoes datasets. The worst retrieval

results are obtained for image_only and text_only, which

are trained by only one modal data in the query. Although

concatenation only combines features from two modalities

through a simple MLP, it also achieves improvement on all

datasets. The other baseline models (TIRG, VAL, and

COSMO) all obtain a representation of the query through

different feature composition methods. It suggests that

exploring a learning method that can effectively combine

different modal features is necessary for the attribute-ma-

nipulated image retrieval task. Compared to these methods,

our method achieves better results, which we believe is due

to the simultaneous performance of attribute manipulation

and modality alignment learning. On the one hand, it learns

the relationship between images and attributes well through

spatial and channel attention. On the other hand, it learns

the interaction between heterogeneous data features of

images and text through gating and residual connectivity.

4.3 Ablation study (RQ2)

In this section, we evaluate the feasibility of each com-

ponent in DACNet, including the model structure and loss

function. We also study the effect of hyperparameters in

DACNet. For all our ablation experiments, we limit the

scope to the FashionIQ dataset for ease of presentation and

analysis.

4.3.1 The importance of spatial attention and channel
attention

In this experiment, we compare several different arrange-

ments of spatial attention and channel attention. (1) SA ?

SCM: training the model with only spatial attention and

SCM. (2) CA ? SCM: training the model with only

channel attention and SCM. (3) SCA (parallel) ? SCM:

training the model with a spatial-channel pipeline struc-

tured in parallel and SCM. (4) SCA (Channel-spatial) ?

SCM: training the model with a sequential SCA pipeline

(channel-spatial) and SCM. (5) SCA (Spatial-channel) ?

SCM: training the model with a sequential SCA pipeline

(spatial-channel). Each module has a different role, with

spatial attention focusing on the local and channel attention

focusing more on the global, and the order may affect the

overall performance of the model. For the CQBIR task and

our approach, it is illogical to remove the SCM to analyze

the network, so we omit that in our study.

Table 4 summarizes the experimental results of different

attention arrangement methods. From the results, we can

find that all the arranged methods outperform the methods

using only spatial attention or channel attention, indicating

that both types of attention are crucial. We also note that

sequentially arranged attention performs better than par-

allel arranged attention. In addition, spatial-first order

performs slightly better than channel-first order. It can be

explained as the channel attention module loses a lot of

regional image information in extracting global features,

resulting in the subsequent spatial attention module being

unable to extract accurate features. So we use spatial-

channel in the final DACNet model to represent the cor-

responding model.

4.3.2 The effects of feature combination operators

Here, we study the use of attributes to modify image fea-

tures based on attribute features. Accordingly, we validate
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this design choice by comparing the following operators:

concatenation, Hadamard product, and residual gating

(defined in Eq. 14). The results are shown in Table 5,

which highlights that our operator significantly outper-

forms other alternatives.

4.3.3 The importance of attribute hierarchy embedding

We also investigate the effect of hierarchical attribute

embedding compared to one-hot. Table 6 shows how

hierarchical embedding leads to better performance. The

natural language description corresponding to each image

Table 1 Performance

comparison on FashionIQ

dataset

Model Dress Shirt Toptee Average

R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50 R@10 R@50

Image_only 4.86 12.73 5.60 14.21 5.20 13.36 5.22 13.43

Text_only 7.58 21.89 8.64 27.52 8.85 27.84 8.36 25.75

Concat 9.27 27.32 10.00 28.77 8.67 26.28 9.31 27.46

TIRG [21]y 14.87 34.66 18.26 37.89 19.08 39.62 17.40 37.39

VAL (Lvv) [30]
y 21.12 42.19 21.03 43.44 25.64 49.49 22.60 45.04

VAL (Glove) [30]y 22.53 44.00 22.38 44.15 27.53 51.58 24.15 46.61

COSMO [31]z 25.64 50.30 24.90 48.18 29.21 57.46 26.58 51.31

DACNet (Ours) 29.64 56.49 28.97 55.04 32.80 58.45 30.47 56.66

y indicates the results are cited from [30], while z denotes the results from [31]

Table 2 Performance comparison on Fashion200k dataset

Model R@1 R@10 R@50

Image_only 3.5 22.7 38.3

Text_only 1.0 12.3 21.8

Concat 11.9 39.7 62.6

TIRGy 14.1 42.5 63.8

VAL(Lvv)
y 21.2 49.0 68.8

VAL(Glove)y 22.9 50.8 72.7

COSMOz 23.3 50.4 69.3

DACNet (Ours) 25.1 51.7 74.9

y indicates the results are cited from [30], while z denotes the results
from [31]

Table 3 Performance comparison on Shoes dataset

Model R@1 R@10 R@50

Image_only 6.07 25.61 47.87

Text_only 0.60 6.20 19.4

Concat 5.70 20.32 39.97

TIRGy 12.60 45.45 69.39

VAL (Lvv)
y 16.49 49.12 73.53

VAL (Glove)y 17.18 51.52 75.83

COSMOz 16.72 48.36 75.64

DACNet (Ours) 25.1 54.22 78.89

y indicates the results are cited from [30], while z denotes the results
from [31]

Table 4 The effect of combining methods of channel and spatial

attention

Method R@10 R@50

SA ? SCM 27.45 52.64

CA ? SCM 26.73 51.33

SCA (parallel) ? SCM 28.28 54.41

SCA (channel-spatial) ? SCM 29.35 55.52

SCA (spatial-channel) ? SCM 30.47 56.66

Table 5 The effect of feature combination operators

Method R@10 R@50

Concatenation 21.65 46.37

Hadamard product 22.79 47.81

Residual gating 30.47 56.66

Table 6 The importance of attribute hierarchy

Method R@10 R@50

One-hot 27.17 50.25

Hierarchy embedding 30.47 56.66
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pair in the FashionIQ dataset involves one or more attri-

butes and, in most cases, no more than four. These text

descriptions are not unified. For example, two different

descriptions of ‘‘is long sleeved’’ and ‘‘has longer sleeves’’

express the same meaning, i.e., the same attribute value.

We build a vocabulary, map natural language descriptions

to terms in the vocabulary, and finally represent them as

hierarchical embedding representations.

4.3.4 The effect of the loss function

In this section we investigate DACNet in an ablation

experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of different

loss functions. Table 7 shows that all losses are required to

improve performance. This demonstrates the importance of

the image attribute recognition auxiliary task for attribute-

manipulated retrieval, as it can help to learn more dis-

criminative image features.

Table 7 The impact of loss

functions
Composition R@10 R@50

Ltrip 25.35 50.42

Ltrip ? Lcls 30.47 56.66

Fig. 4 Quantitative results of image retrieval with attribute manipulation on three public datasets. The query image and modification attribute are

on the left. The retrieved images are on the right and ranked from left to right (ground truth is in green contour) (Color figure online)
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4.3.5 The effect of k

We evaluate the effect of different settings of the hyper-

parameter k in Eq. 20 on top-10 recall. We try k with

values ranging from 0 to 1 with an interval of 0.1. On

FashionIQ, the R@10 of DACNet peaks when k reaches

0.2. With a further increase in k, R@10 starts to decrease.

It suggests that the classification task contributes to good

retrieval results and should also be balanced with the

retrieval task.

4.4 Case study (RQ3)

Below we observe the effect of DACNet in terms of

retrieval visualization and attention visualization.

4.4.1 Image retrieval visualization

We performed a qualitative analysis to demonstrate our

quantitative observations, and Fig. 4 illustrates the attri-

bute-manipulated image retrieval results obtained by our

DACNet on the three datasets. We report the top 5 images

retrieved and indicate the target images in green. We

observe that DACNet can merge multiple semantic trans-

formations from attribute descriptions into the visual rep-

resentation at the same time. The retrieval results show

that: (1) DACNet can retrieve new images and modify

some attributes based on attribute feedback. For example,

the first line of Fig. 4b DACNet modifies skirt length to

midi, and the second line of Fig. 4b modifies color to

black. (2) DACNet can extract multiple fine-grained

semantic concepts from attribute feedback for image

retrieval. For example, in the first row of Fig. 4a, ‘‘dark

colored’’ and ‘‘longer sleeves’’ represent different granular

semantics of the image, and DACNet captures all the

semantics in the image and aggregates them effectively. (3)

DACNet can jointly understand the concrete and abstract

attributes of the image. For example, in the second row of

Fig. 4a, DACNet preserves the image’s overall appearance,

and the view finds variations that satisfy ‘‘crewneck’’ and

‘‘graphic.’’ At the same time, we also observe some

examples of failure. For example, in the first row of

Fig. 4c, DACNet found no target images in the top-5

search results. However, all top-5 retrieval results match

the modified text in the query input. Overall, these obser-

vations validate the usefulness of DACNet.

4.4.2 Attention visualization

To verify the ability of the attention modules in DACNet to

locate areas based on attributes, we visualize the attribute-

guided attention function on fashion images. We provide

attention maps from the spatial attention module of

DACNet in Fig. 5.

As seen from Fig. 5a, the T-shirts pay more attention to

the attribute ‘‘crewneck,’’ while ‘‘large graphics’’ and

‘‘black face logo’’ focus on the pattern part of the T-shirts.

In Fig. 5b, ‘‘stripe,’’ ‘‘square neck,’’ and ‘‘midi’’ are con-

sidered as the most informative attributes corresponding to

the images. In Fig. 5c, ‘‘buckle’’ and ‘‘ankle strap’’ are

most related to the local area of the shoes. Overall, we can

confirm the effectiveness of DACNet in capturing fine-

grained attribute-image alignment.

5 Discussion and conclusion

We put forward DACNet, a novel approach to tackle the

challenging task of image search with attribute manipula-

tion. DACNet features three critical components, the

Fig. 5 Heatmaps of different attributes on different models
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hierarchical encoding for attributes preserves the associa-

tions between attributes, the dual attention module captures

fine-grained image-text alignment, and the semantic com-

position module obtains modified image representation.

We validate the efficacy of DACNet on three datasets and

demonstrate its superiority in handling various attributes.

We also explore the impact of different modules on

DACNet performance. Since features of abstract attributes

such as style are difficult to align with image features, we

will study the feature mapping and combination of abstract

attributes and images in future work.

Data availability The data that support the findings of this study are

derived from the following public domain resources. 1. FashionIQ can

be downloaded from https://github.com/hongwang600/fashion-iq-

metadata. 2. Fashion200k can be downloaded from https://github.

com/xthan/fashion-200k. 3. Shoes can be downloaded from https://

github.com/XiaoxiaoGuo/fashion-retrieval/tree/master/dataset.
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